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Supplier risk engagements API

Description

▪ The supplier risk engagements API 

enables you to export control-based 

engagement risk assessment project 

data for engagements, issues, and 

modular questionnaires.

▪ Additional configuration options include 

retrieving paginated details for the 

engagements, issues, and modular 

questionnaires based on the limits 

configured in your system.  

▪ Additional filter parameters can be used 

to retrieve only a subset of engagement 

projects, issues, and modular 

questionnaires.

Customer benefit

▪ This feature enables buyers to have even 

more flexibility and creativity in defining 

their SAP Ariba Supplier Risk 

implementations by extending it with the 

Supplier Risk Engagements API for 

external data retrieval.

User

▪ Buyer

Enablement model

▪ Automatically on

Applicable solutions:

▪ SAP Ariba Supplier Risk

▪ SAP Ariba APIs

▪ SAP Ariba Developer Portal
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Prerequisites, restrictions, cautions

Prerequisites

Your site must be configured for use of control-based engagement risk assessment projects.

To create an application and request access to use the SAP Ariba APIs relevant to this feature, you must have 

access to the SAP Ariba developer portal. For details refer to Steps to start using the SAP Ariba APIs in Help for 

the SAP Ariba developer portal.

All queries made to this API must be authenticated using OAuth authentication. For details refer to “Developer 

Portal Authentication” in the help for The SAP Ariba developer portal.

https://help.sap.com/docs/ariba/ariba-completed-features/314e21baffa64340a0aa29b535236795.html?state=DRAFT
https://help.sap.com/docs/ariba/ariba-completed-features/1d55722e669e4c6aaa4eda5a011519ac.html?state=DRAFT
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Feature details

The API gets the details of the engagement projects, issue projects, and modular questionnaire projects, 

including the questionnaires used as engagement risk assessments, using the project ID for the engagement 

project (workspace ID), project ID for the issue project (workspace ID), and project ID for the modular 

questionnaire project (workspace ID).

The API searches for engagement projects, issues, and modular questionnaires by Last updated date.  You can 

use a date range between two last updated dates, or you can get all engagement projects, issues, and modular 

questionnaires up to a specific last updated date.

This API includes the following endpoints:

GET /engagements - This endpoint searches for the engagement projects.

GET /engagements/{workspaceId} - This endpoint gets the details for the engagement projects.

GET /issues - This endpoint searches for the engagement issues.

GET /issues/{workspaceId} - This endpoint gets the details for the engagement issues.

GET /questionnaires - This endpoint searches for the modular questionnaires.

GET /questionnaires/{workspaceId} - This endpoint gets the details for the modular questionnaires.
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